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WORKSHOP SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS

1The Chatham House Rule asserts that: “When a meeting, or part thereof, is held under 
the Chatham House Rule, participants are free to use the information received, but neither 
the identity nor the affiliation of  the speaker(s), nor that of  any other participant, may be 
revealed.”

2HM Government, 2010, “A Strong Britain in an Age of  Uncertainty: The National 
Security Strategy”, p.9. Available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/61936/national-security-strategy.pdf  [Accessed on 29 
April 2015].

On 28 April 2015 an event was hosted by the Army’s newly-
established Centre for Historical Analysis and Conflict 
Research (CHACR). About 20 high-level delegates drawn 
from the military, academia, the civil service and the private 
sector came together in a closed forum to challenge established 
British Army thinking. The forum was held in the spirit of  an 
objective and critical evaluation of  the assumptions the Army 
makes about its defence engagement activities in support of  
the nation’s prosperity agenda. What follows is a synthesis of  
the participants’ discussions in break-out and plenary groups, 
all held under the Chatham House Rule1.

Defence engagement, national strategy 
and the prosperity of  the UK

It was recognised by all participants that a role for the Army 
that encompasses security, influence and prosperity has its 
roots in the 2010 National Security Strategy:

“The National Security Strategy of  the United Kingdom is: 
to use all our national capabilities to build Britain’s prosperity, 
extend our nation’s influence in the world and strengthen our 
security. The networks we use to build our prosperity we will 

also use to build our security.”2

This led to a recognition that 
defence engagement, which 
takes various forms, is an 
overarching activity that builds 
both security and influence, 
and which in turn contributes 
to prosperity. However, 
several participants added a 
note of  caution, reminding 
the group that defence 
engagement is not wholly 
synonymous with supporting 
the nation’s prosperity agenda 
and is designed to achieve a 

number of  other goals. These include improving the Army’s 
understanding of  foreign countries and societies and assisting 
in conflict prevention activities. It was further recognised that 
the Army’s understanding of  what constitutes ‘operations’ 
needs to evolve to establish defence engagement as a series 
of  activities that operates across the spectrum of  conflict.  
Sometimes Army activity can be characterised as ‘defence 
engagement with operations nested within it’ and at other 
times as ‘operations with aspects of  defence engagement 
acting in support’.

It was observed that the Army is a major supplier of  defence 

engagement, but as a supplier it should not be the source of  
the demand (although it may contribute to the establishing of  
demand through its own non-prosperity related requirements 
for bilateral engagement). One participant described defence 
engagement as an “addendum task”, that must always remain 
subservient to the Army’s role as a high-end war-fighting 
organisation. This point was supported by an American 
attendee who reminded the group that along with France, 
the US viewed the UK as its only close ally able and willing 
to employ significant military force overseas in defence of  the 
current international trade-based system operating under the 
rule of  law.

One participant underscored the point that the essential 
business of  the Army is security, but emphasised that there are 
linkages between the provision of  security and the creation 
and exploitation of  commercial opportunities. The example 
was given of  the Army’s involvement in Kenya: the UK has 
invested in transport infrastructure development to support 
military training in the Nanyuki area. This has proved to be of  
direct benefit to UK-owned exporters growing roses in Kenya 
which need to be cut and transported quickly to the airport. 
However, another participant cautioned against viewing 
security as a necessary precondition for prosperity in a linear 
causal chain, as economic activity can in and of  itself  lead to 
security and quite often significant commercial opportunities 
can be found in conflict-wracked countries.

It was agreed by the group that current models and practices 
for conducting defence engagement are not proscribed and 
that the Army can and must think freely about other ways of  
doing business, summed up by one participant’s observation 
that “it doesn’t have to be like this”. Other participants 
concurred but identified the challenge the Army faces in terms 
of  finding people to explain the value it brings, both to the 
Treasury and to the wider public. All agreed that soldiers are 
not good at this, and that the message would be conveyed 
more effectively if  communicated by outside organisations, 

One participant 
described defence 
engagement as an 
‘addendum task’, 
that must always 
remain subservient 
to the Army’s role 
as a high-end war-
fighting organisation
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The Army currently enjoys the British 
public’s trust, which is a valuable asset and 

could be a boon when the Army is used 
internationally to support UK businesses

“”



the better to pass the ‘Daily Mail test’ of  public opinion. It was 
observed that the Army currently enjoys the British public’s 
trust, which is a valuable asset and could be a boon when 
the Army is used internationally to support UK businesses.  
However, it was further observed that it was a fragile asset that 
could be quickly lost if  the Army is seen to fail on operations 
or is used for domestic civil disorder or strike-breaking 
activities at home. It was suggested that the Army must 
carefully balance what it ‘could’ do with what it ‘should’ do.

Whilst one participant highlighted the need for the Army to 
develop metrics to help it demonstrate its value-for-money 
to the Treasury, an American participant cautioned that 
attempts to do so in the US Army, Navy and Air Force had 
merely served to reinforce inter-service rivalries. The group 
underscored the need for the British Army to emphasise and 
ensure from the outset that its prosperity-supporting defence 
engagement efforts (and indeed the wider activities associated 
with the latter) were robustly and pro-actively integrated into a 
Joint framework supported by all three UK Single Services.

The nature of  prosperity 
and the military contribution

Significant attention was devoted by the group to 
understanding what exactly is meant by ‘prosperity’, and 
whose prosperity was under consideration. While it was clear 
that the 2010 National Security Strategy viewed the safety 
and prosperity of  the UK and its citizens as its primary 
concern, participants largely agreed that this prosperity 
was intrinsically linked to the safety and prosperity of  the 
international community and the broad post-Second World 
War consensus on the rule of  law and freedom to trade 
underpinning it. However, several non-military participants 
made the observation that this system was now severely under 
threat. This manifested itself  both in terms of  transnational 
armed non-state groups such as al Qaeda and ISIL who reject 
international norms of  conduct and do not regard themselves 
as subject to the rules of  states and international organisations, 
but also from states who regard themselves as competitors and 
challengers to the Western-dominated international status 
quo, even as they benefit from it in the short term. China and 

Russia were identified as the primary competitor states that 
fell into this category, and that the rules-based international 
system upon which the West depends should now be seen to 
be at risk. Another participant reinforced this argument, with 
the observation that as an open, free-trading nation that had 
embraced globalisation, the UK was more dependent on this 
system than most other Western nations.  

While this was broadly regarded by the group as a strength, 
one non-British participant observed that the UK and its 
allies are seen by other states to be attempting to repair and 
reinforce the system of  rules that has hitherto served it well, 
but that Russia and China are seen to be trying to create a 
new system of  rules and using their military forces to support 
such attempts, particularly through the physical protection of  
economic and territorial assets.  

Participants concurred that the British military was largely 
still seen as a ‘force for good’ (if  occasionally prone to flights 
of  fancy and ill-judged campaign expansions). However, it 
was suggested by several civilian and military participants that 
the Army was in danger of  embracing a ‘conceit of  agency’, 
or in other words a misguided and overblown sense of  its 
own ability to defend the current international system. The 
point was underpinned by one participant who observed that 
despite the fact that 92 per cent of  the UK’s imported goods 
and energy supplies arrive by sea, the Royal Navy of  the 21st 
century could hardly be regarded as the unilateral global 
guarantor of  freedom of  movement on the high seas and the 
protector of  global maritime trade, yet much of  our Joint 
doctrinal or conceptual literature seems to suggest that this 
is the case. The group agreed, however, that the UK military 
as a whole, acting as an example to and in concert with allies 
and partners from other states, nevertheless remained an 
important actor in the defence of  the current international 
system upon which the prosperity of  the majority of  humanity 
depended. Participants from the business community agreed, 
noting the constant global drumbeat of  demand for a better 
and more stable environment in which to do business. The 
conclusion from this element of  the discussion was that 
the Army is first and foremost an important protector of  
prosperity and secondly a potential generator of  prosperity.

The key to long-term global prosperity was agreed to be 
stability. The example of  Libya was given, where no new 
business is being done because no one knows if  the Central 
Bank will acknowledge and honour a contract payment. It 
was agreed that all of  ‘UK Plc.’ suffers from the absence 
of  stability abroad, and specifically in the case of  Libya, 
companies such as Royal Dutch Shell and BP are experiencing 
severe difficulties. Despite their multinational characters, these 
entities were observed to be British companies when they want 
to be (as is BAE Systems) and because they employ British 
citizens who vote for British Parliamentarians and depend on 
the British military to evacuate and protect their overseas-
based employees when conflict arises.

Taking a more detailed look at the Army’s structures and 
processes, the group discussed to what extent the 1st (UK) 
Division’s role in linking with specific regions and countries 
of  the world could be developed such that the merit of  
safeguarding stability is prized as greatly as the merit of  
restoring stability after it has broken down. It was suggested 
that ever-greater co-operation with the Department for 

Participants concurred that the British military 
was largely still seen as a ‘force for good’ 
(if  occasionally prone to flights of  fancy 

and ill-judged campaign expansions)

“”
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International Development (DfID) should be considered, and 
to what extent Army defence engagement activities facilitated 
by Overseas Development Assistance (ODA) funding should 
be reviewed. It was noted that DfID performs best in stable 
environments, where they and other British civilian and 
NGOs can move around safely. A distinction was made by 
several participants that development assistance cannot be 
given in a war zone – only humanitarian assistance. So can 
the Army make safeguarding stability in fragile regions of  the 
world ‘ODA-able’? A second participant was struck by the 
fact that in 2015 the UK does not have anything like France’s 
five large overseas troop deployments. A third observed that 
this means that Britain should do more to help keep the peace 
overseas, unilaterally or with others and increase her influence 
accordingly. The Army’s significant contribution to dealing 
with the recent Ebola outbreak in Sierra Leone and the re-
establishment of  an environment in which local businesses 
could carry on as normal was lamented as an opportunity 
missed to tell a powerful and positive story about supporting 
prosperity.

The Army, industry and business development

Discussion turned to the fact that there is no formal 
interaction between FTSE 100 companies and Defence, 
despite the fact that a great number of  the heads of  security 
for those companies are former UK military personnel. It was 
observed that such interactions do in fact occur between those 
companies and the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) 
and the fact of  these meetings should encourage Defence 
and the Army to do the same in support of  their contribution 
to the UK’s national economic interest and the prosperity 
agenda. 

It was observed that the Army can also usefully contribute to 

Missed opportunity: A Sierra Leonean medic is pictured during training by British troops on 
Operation Gritrock – the UK’s response to combat and defeat Ebola in the region. 
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the prosperity agenda by showcasing British-made products 
and services through equipment demonstrations to potential 
foreign customers who value the opportunity to see well-
respected British troops using well-made British products. This 
is already well understood by HMG, although participants 
observed that the Army has been far too reticent in this regard 
in the past and must be much more proactive and forward-
leaning in future. It was emphasised that the Army’s senior 
leadership must inculcate a culture within the Army that 
sees UK industry as partners, not predators. In the US and 
France this shift in mindset has already occurred, even if  both 
countries’ armies regard certain activities as sacrosanct and 
necessarily off-limits to industry. Participants lamented that 
all too often British Army officers expressed openly negative 
views of  the private sector and defence and security industry 
in particular, but it was noted that this springs largely from 
a position of  ignorance. Those officers who have attended 
short business courses at civilian universities are much more 
likely to demonstrate empathy and understanding of  their 
industry partners. It was suggested that officers serving in 
capability and strategy branches of  Army HQ – i.e. not just 
those working in procurement roles for Defence Equipment 
and Support – would benefit greatly from such short courses, 
or even attachments to industry, and would help to dispel the 
all-too-common view of  industry as “greedy and self-serving”.

The Army can also serve as a platform for non-defence UK 
industry. This is particularly the case in countries whose 
armed forces play a large role in the procurement of  civilian 
goods and services. In these instances the British Army 
can open doors for civilian business leaders by developing 
relationships with the local security and military actors and, 
where appropriate, by showcasing those dual-use goods and 
services which have both military and civil applications. One 
commentator reminded participants that Small and Medium 
Enterprises (SMEs) are the motor of  business and national 
prosperity, particularly in terms 
of  job creation, and that the 
Army needed to work directly 
with SMEs and also to find ways 
to incentivise larger companies 
to introduce the relevant parts 
of  their UK supply chain to 
overseas markets. 

Private security contractors that 
currently work in partnership 
with the UK MoD find that 
the regulatory obstacles in the 
contract bidding stage can be 
daunting, to the extent that some companies do not bother to 
bid for the opportunities that are available. While accepting 
that commercial regulations ensure fair competition and value 
for money, it was generally agreed that action to streamline 
the bidding and contract supervision processes was needed to 
enable public-private partnerships to be established in a timely 
manner that responded to events and enabled opportunities to 
be seized.

The group reflected upon the institutional barriers which 
prevent HMG from developing its own kite-marking/
governmental blessing for UK companies to take over work 
hitherto done overseas by the UK military when priorities 
change but the needs of  the receiving state do not. It was 

It was emphasised 
that the Army’s 

senior leadership 
must inculcate a 

culture within the 
Army that sees UK 

industry as partners, 
not predators

“”
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observed that in France, which operates under the same EU 
rules as the UK, the Ministry of  Defence and the Ministry 
of  Foreign Affairs have no qualms in working together in the 
cause of  business development for French companies. Private 
business is seen to have a role in building security capacity in 
partner countries and in extending French influence. Both 
military personnel and French businesses provide a national 
presence and jointly generate the political credibility that 
comes from a long-term national commitment. This is the 
foundation of  a defence relationship, which can be constructed 
from maintenance contracts and technical training by private 
contractors as much as from a military presence.

An example presented to the group was the Sovereign Global 
France (SGF) business model.  
In this instance, a very small 
government stake (typically 1 
per cent of  the total project cost) 
is provided as part of  a funding 
partnership to cover the initial 
costs of  a project. This funding 
covers the costs of  early-stage 
business development, a phase 
of  the project that will include 
raising funds from public, 
institutional or private sources. 
Whilst the SGF model was 
seen by several participants as 
very attractive, the group was 

reminded by one participant that it carries certain risks that 
should be acknowledged. The government stake, even if  
relatively small, carries political, reputational and regulatory 
risks which could be avoided if  private sector funds are 
involved throughout. 

Although these risks were acknowledged, it was agreed that 
the potential involvement of  private companies in defence 
engagement activities offered a means of  addressing the 
problem of  demand for such activity exceeding supply-side 

limitations experienced by the Army. (And to some delegates 
the focus on such ‘risk’ was an illustration of  what was wrong 
with Britain’s attitude towards government involvement in 
prosperity generation.) A suggested model was some sort of  
public/private partnership, which would assist in overcoming 
the identified difficulty of  private contractors lacking the 
credibility of  serving British military personnel (despite the 
overwhelming majority of  contract staff being former regular 
Army personnel). This issue was also addressed in France by 
the MoD’s vetting of  commercial businesses taking part in 
security capacity building, which also assisted in addressing 
some of  the risks identified above.

Working with and for the FCO – enhancing 
security and building influence overseas 

All participants were clear that the Army and Defence must 
follow the FCO overall lead in establishing the priorities and 
policies for bilateral overseas engagement. However, it was 
underscored that there will also be defence requirements 
for engagement that take into account purely departmental 
considerations (for example, over-flight and basing 
requirements, and the development of  interoperability). 

Participants suggested that the Army must plug into the FCO 
at several levels: 

1. The Security Policy Department
2. UK Trade and Investment (UKTI) Defence Services  
 Organisation (DSO)
3. Prosperity Directorate
4. FCO Geographical Directors
5. Counter Terrorism Policy Department
6. Heads of  Post

However, it was suggested by several participants that while 
the National Security Council (NSC) and its subcommittees, 
plus the FCO Geographical Directors’ strategy meetings, were 
the right place collectively to consider issues of  international 

To some delegates 
the focus on such 
‘risk’ was an 
illustration of  what 
was wrong with 
Britain’s attitude 
towards government 
involvement in 
prosperity generation

“”
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stability, they were less suited to the consideration of  
commercial priorities. It was suggested that a different 
framework involving FCO, MoD Defence Exports, UKTI 
DSO and relevant overseas posts is needed. When the role of  
the Army in this proposed new framework was discussed, non-
military participants agreed that it should indeed participate, 
depending on the place/region under consideration and that 
the same country-by-country consideration should be given to 
tri-Service Defence participation. For example, broader HMG 
activities in support of  UK national prosperity often rely 
on lasting friendships that the Army can create, such as the 
successful relationship with the Jordanian Royal family. 

It was observed that there are two areas where Heads of  Post 
most need help from the MoD: access to the security services 
of  the host government and also access to its police and armed 
forces. The view from across Whitehall presented to the group 
is that the Army’s alignment of  brigades and regiments under 
HQ 1st (UK) Division to specific countries and regions of  the 
world is fantastic and extremely welcome, and that lots more 
should be done with it to pursue cross-government activities 
including – but not limited to – the prosperity agenda.

Summary

In summary, a senior delegate group, from a very varied range 
of  backgrounds, conducted a wide-ranging discussion. The 

workshop served not only as a productive discussion forum, 
but also as a very useful networking event for those who were 
either academically or practically engaged on this agenda, 
and made some useful introductions for the senior military 
personnel present. The discussion resulted in four clear areas 
of  consensus:

l The British Army could be much more wisely used as  
 a tool to support wider British interests, including  
 commercial interests, abroad.

l There is a cross-government requirement to   
 recognise this fact if  useful action to use the Army  
 is to take place.

l The British Army has been very effectively used  
 as such a tool in the past; and near neighbours,  
 like France, are currently very effectively using their  
 Armed Forces, in close concert with private business  
 and national industries, to service the national  
 prosperity agenda. There therefore seems to be no  
 logical reason why the current British Army could  
 not be much better used in this respect.

l The Army needs to do a much better job of    
 understanding and explaining the potential that it  
 holds to support the nation’s prosperity.

The view from across Whitehall presented to the group is that the Army’s 
alignment of  brigades and regiments under HQ 1st (UK) Division to specific 

countries and regions of  the world is fantastic and extremely welcome, and that 
lots more should be done with it to pursue cross-government activities including – 

but not limited to – the prosperity agenda

“”



Classically, anthropologists, those others who talk of  “the 
hierarchy of  needs”, and international relations theorists 
tell us that there is a vital and inter-dependent relationship 
between security, stability and prosperity. From the most basic 
of  existences this has applied to humans: ‘am I safe in my 
cave and is my family group protected from wild animals and 
other aggressive cavemen; am I able to feed my family from 
a plentiful food supply; is this happy state likely to continue 
unchanged?’ Security; prosperity; stability. The unsettling of  
any one of  those three legs of  the stool unsettles the whole.

The grand strategic essentials that must underpin any 
government’s policy-formulation should therefore be tested 
against these three base requirements. Strategic assets and 
tools available to governments (and Defence is one such, 
very costly, tool) need to explore how they can contribute to 
each, and preferably all, of  these requirements if  they are 
to demonstrate the utility that ensures that they are wisely 
structured and resourced and, thereafter, if  they are to be 
wisely used.

Against this enduring background there has been a repeated 
recent exhortation from government, despite a straitening of  
resources, to ensure that there is to be ‘no strategic shrinkage’ 
in the UK’s world position. This ambition demands that the 
UK re-examines how it uses those strategic resources. (One 
cannot have the same or better effect by doing the same thing 
but with less resource – under such circumstances this can 
only be achieved by doing things differently.)

The roles of  the Army

The latest review of  the Army’s structure (Army 2020) 
proposes three roles for the Army, summarised in the following 
diagram:

           

The first, Contingent Capability, is about stability and 
security: deterrence is designed to keep a beneficial state of  
affairs stable, and defence is designed to assure security in the 

event that deterrence fails. The third, Homeland Resilience, 
is also about stability and security: stepping in when normal 
methods cannot ensure stability and continuity of  usual life, 
and the provision of  domestic security when more normal 
means risk failure. Prosperity is indirectly addressed only 
in that it is protected through the provision of  an umbrella 
of  security and stability, 
allowing others to pursue the 
prosperity agenda unmolested 
and in reasonably predictable 
circumstances.

It is only in the second sphere, 
Overseas Engagement, that 
Defence can directly pursue the 
prosperity agenda in support of  
the nation’s strategic aims. In 
addition, stability and security 
are addressed through the 
forming of  friendly relationships, 
and through stabilisation activity 
and capacity-building in foreign 
militaries and governance 
capabilities: this reduces sources of  threat and instability 
abroad.

The Army has re-set itself  to engage abroad as a core task. 
This engagement assures strategic influence (providing the 
experience of  engagement with the British Army is positive), 
but it also offers an opportunity to extend influence further 
and to support national prosperity. By conducting such 
activities hand-in-glove with British businesses, and with the 
FCO, the Army should not only be able to generate strategic 
influence, but also to help to generate wealth for the nation. 

Government commercial priorities, 
attitudes and capabilities

The present administration’s central grand strategic idea is 
to service the nation’s prosperity agenda – and this is not 
achieved just through austerity measures; it is achieved in 
equal measure by generating foreign income for the nation 
to improve the balance of  national income against national 
outgoings and debt. A requirement to pursue the national 
prosperity agenda abroad is therefore likely to endure. Indeed, 
this requirement is explicit in the mission of  the Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office, which is: “The FCO promotes the 
UK’s interests overseas, supporting our citizens and businesses 
around the globe”. Defence, and by extension the Army, is a 
key tool in the FCO’s locker for use in executing that mission.

Yet, despite the efforts of  the UKTI, Britain seems at best 
shy and, at worst, incompetent at the ruthless pursuit of  
national influence and interests through the exploitation of  
opportunities afforded by UK-owned or UK-based private 
business concerns operating abroad. Although it is a sweeping 
generalisation, it is probably fair to say that within the Civil 
Service there appears to be a reluctance to become positively, 

PROSPERITY AND STRATEGIC INFLUENCE: 
SECURITY, STABILITY, PROSPERITY AND INFLUENCE

Contingent 
capability for 

deterrence 
and defence

Overseas 
engagement 
and capacity 

building

Civil 
engagement 

and homeland 
resilience

By conducting such 
activities hand-in-
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generate wealth for 
the nation
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let alone aggressively, involved in the pursuit of  profit through 
engagement with private businesses, even if  that profit 
will directly benefit the nation. Government commercial 
structures are designed to ensure compliance, to assure 
against corruption, to protect the machinery of  government 
against accusations of  impropriety and to safeguard against 
the predations of  a rapacious press corps that will happily 
undermine the nation’s interests if  such action will embarrass 
the Government and sell newspapers.

Again, it may be unfair, but one is often left with a feeling 
that the UK’s potentially powerful national commercial 
enablers feel that ‘it is safer to do nothing, than to do 
something that carries even a small risk of  being accused, 
no matter how unfairly, of  impropriety’. This does not, 
therefore, produce an environment of  entrepreneurialism or 
proactive enablement. Although morally sound, when such 
behaviour becomes overly constricting it mitigates against 
being able to take the kind of  imaginative action that is 
required to gain the upper hand in the cut-throat world of  
commercialism and business.

Elsewhere

And, arguably, it doesn’t need to be like that. Our behaviour 
in the UK is driven by our particular set of  circumstances and 
our specific place in time and geography. The UK has not 
always behaved like this. Our current near-neighbours do not 

all behave like this.

The CHACR workshop in April 2015 looked at examples 
from our own relatively recent history, starting with the East 
India Company, to see what constructs the UK has used to 
drive the sort of  national prosperity-seeking agenda that was 
the hallmark of  British behaviour for three centuries. This was 
not to advocate a return to colonialism or neo-colonialism, but 
rather to learn lessons, both positive and negative, that could 
be brought forward and exploited in the 21st century for the 
nation’s advantage. The workshop also examined experiences 
from close friends and neighbours (in particular France and 
the US) who are bound by much the same strategic regulatory 
constraints as the UK, yet who take fundamentally different 
approaches.

Lost opportunities?

The nation’s financial approach to Defence over the last few 
years has been through a lens that sees it solely as an expensive 
necessity. As times have become increasingly straitened the drive 
has been to make Defence appear less necessary and therefore 
cost less by reducing provision. This single-minded approach 
may be missing a strategic opportunity. Perhaps Defence can be 
seen as a method of  generating income for the nation, rather 
than solely as a tool that absorbs the nation’s income. Rather 
than arguing for having the cake and eating it, this approach 
may show how one may generate cake as well as eat it.

Perhaps Defence can be seen as a method of  generating 
income for the nation, rather than solely as a tool that 

absorbs the nation’s income. Rather than arguing for 
having the cake and eating it, this approach may show 

how one may generate cake as well as eat it
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PRIMER – DEFENCE ENGAGEMENT
AND THE PROSPERITY AGENDA
This paper is a primer for discussion, not a systematic analysis 
of  the full range of  attendant issues and as such is deliberately 
challenging, provocative and constructively critical.

Introduction

Defence engagement should never be an end in itself  and 
should always be viewed as a means to a series of  aims and 
objectives. Furthermore, the tendency for long-term defence-
to-defence relationships to descend into a self-fulfilling activity 
programme must be strenuously avoided. Within a strictly 
limited resource envelope, every activity programme must 
be assessed for its purpose and likely benefits as well as its 
opportunity cost. That said, the tactical and technical benefits 
of  Defence engagement programmes are well-documented 
and widely-practiced. These include activities such as building 
the capacity and interoperability of  UK forces and allies and 
providing commitment and gaining insight that will benefit 
future operations. These are advantageous activities in their 
own right, but the secondary benefits that stem from them 
have often been overlooked. Whilst defence sales constitute the 
obvious link to the prosperity agenda, this can be problematic 
due to the UK government’s ambiguous relationship with 
defence manufacturers. Is BAE Systems really a UK company, 
for example? On the other hand, some governments prefer to 
work ‘government-to-government’ (e.g. the Gulf  monarchies) 
causing them to prefer a supplier where the government 
is prepared to underwrite the sale. This paper will identify 
the potential contribution of  the British Army to the UK’s 
national prosperity agenda through defence engagement 
activities and some of  the associated challenges, risks and 
opportunities. It will touch on the French and American 
experiences in this area, and also suggest that the Army could 
provide an invaluable resource in support of  defence exports 
and the prosperity agenda through imaginative employment 
of  Reservists.

Defence engagement in support 
of  non-defence interests

Even low-level defence engagement, except possibly the most 
routine exchanges between 
very close allies, has strategic 
significance. This is based on 
the particular role of  armed 
forces as the state agents with 
the privileged role of  using 
lethal force. UK defence 
engagement builds links straight 
to the heart of  the other 
country’s state apparatus, in 
effect a defence ‘bridgehead’ 
upon which wider diplomatic 
relationships can be built. This 
is particularly the case where the 
other country’s defence forces 
are held in a particularly high 
esteem or privileged position (or 

occasionally, form the government). This can lead to the MoD 
pursuing engagement in places – such as South East Asia – 
that might not be regarded as high priorities from a purely 
defence point of  view and which therefore will inevitably lead 
to disputes about funding of  the activity, following the logic 
of  ‘costs lie where they fall’. This approach of  leading with 
defence engagement to construct wider relationships does 
carry risks, however. Although it may offer a route to engage 
with an authoritarian regime, bilateral defence engagement 
implies recognition of  the legitimacy of  the other party 
and, to some extent, approval. Should the other party stand 
accused of  human rights violations this can whip up a political 
storm in the UK which will inevitably draw in the MoD. 
This risk can be mitigated by careful calibration of  activities, 
possibly selecting approaches such as military doctrine 
development where the UK can interact at a senior level and 
impart British values and operating methods.

Land forces have a role in prosperity, 
but it’s unlikely to be defence exports

Assuming defence engagement can be a catalyst for expanding 
and strengthening bilateral relations, and that there is an 
imperative to improve the UK’s economic security through 
pursuit of  the cross-government prosperity agenda, to what 
extent can it support trade and investment? The UK’s 
armed forces have strong ‘brand recognition’, derived from 
a closely-guarded reputation for quality that is soundly 
based in operational experience and excellence in training.  
Furthermore, the defence sector provides direct employment 
for 155,000 people (and a further 145,000 indirect employees) 
and generates annual revenues of  £22.1 billion. Thus, 
boosting sales seemingly offers a clear route to contribute to 
prosperity. However, 82 per cent of  export value comes from 
the air domain, which raises questions about the value of  land 
force contributions. The UK’s unhappy history of  armoured 
vehicle fleet procurement and the resultant lack of  a national 
champion in the defence industry capable of  producing such a 
capability in the UK further cast doubts on the Army’s ability 

Bankable brand: The UK’s armed forces have strong ‘brand recognition’, derived from a 
closely guarded reputation for quality that is soundly based in operational experience and 
excellence in training, but can the Army drive large-scale defence exports?
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to drive large-scale defence exports.

At a time when Daesh (Islamic State) is expanding its presence 
along the Mediterranean littoral, and when the prospect of  
a territorial threat to NATO’s territorial integrity has re-
emerged, the value of  UK land forces directly supporting 
the prosperity agenda has to be questioned. However, the 
prosperity agenda has many dimensions, and preventing losses 
can be as valuable as making profits. Armed forces can be 
of  value as much for what they prevent from happening as 
much as for the action they take, although this is very hard to 
measure or quantify as a direct Defence output. Recognising 
the value of  the air domain in terms of  export value but also 
the development of  the aerospace and high-tech industry, it is 
worthwhile for the RAF to provide direct support to defence 
sales. UK land forces may be better employed preventing the 
need for expenditure on large scale and long-term military 
deployments. This would include missions such as capacity 
building and deterrence. A particular opportunity exists 
for greater Army-Royal Navy-Royal Marine co-operation, 
for better co-ordination of  ships’ visits and Army training 
and capability demonstration teams. Despite numerous 
shortcomings, UK Defence is arguably more successfully 
Joint than any other military in the world, and a joined-up 
approach can be both a powerful positive demonstration to 
current and emerging allies as well as a dissuasive deterrent to 
adversaries.

Defence diplomacy

Despite some expansion following SDSR 2010, the UK’s 
defence attaché (DA) network has been reduced in recent 
years as a cost-saving measure. While offering very little in 
terms of  savings, this has cost the UK valuable insight (such as 
the total absence of  a senior Army officer in Moscow) and the 
opportunity to build long-term trust in countries of  growing 
strategic importance such as Algeria and Tunisia. There is no 

substitute for a constant day-to-
day presence in order to gain 
access and insight, and to foster 
defence engagement. From his 
position in the embassy, the DA 
sits at the point where cross-
governmental policies towards a 
host country converge, enabling 
straightforward coordination 
with FCO, DfID and UKTI. 
Any additional defence 
engagement activities must as 
a matter of  course include the 
DA from the outset, and ideally 

be overseen by him or her directly, which does not of  course 
preclude visits from more senior officers where appropriate.

It is common practice for defence attachés from many 
countries to work for their nation’s military intelligence 
service. However, the UK practice of  having defence attachés 
report to DCDS Operations and Strategy has much to 
commend it. This affiliation makes clear the priority given to 
the policy area and therefore to the management of  defence 
engagement at the strategic level of  the MoD, while not 
precluding close links to Defence Intelligence. The defence 
attaché is also likely to have a close relationship with the in-
country UK Trade and Investment office. This link works best 

where the knowledge of  the defence attaché about potential 
sales opportunities can be combined with UKTI’s access to 
UK exporters. However, the UK government’s ambiguous 
relationship with exporters is illustrated by the fact that UKTI 
charges UK companies for its services. If  a DA assists an 
exporter (e.g. by accompanying them on a visit to the in-
country MoD), there is no mechanism for recovering money. 
Such activities also raise the wider question as to why MoD 
time and resources should be used to increase to shareholder 
value, and the potential for public-private conflict of  interest.

Ideas for improvement (1): Look across Whitehall

Although the MoD has a clear policy lead, there is a 
sharp distinction between defence diplomacy and defence 
engagement (led directly by the MoD with the single services 
in support) on the one hand, and operations (led by PJHQ) 
on the other. However, the ‘new normal’ that stretches from 
Africa through the Middle East and into Eurasia defies such 
an unambiguous framing. For example, the French Operation 
Berkhane stretches across the countries of  the Sahel and 
incorporates defence engagement and capacity building, 
support of  in-place forces on operations, and direct French 
military action. Does this point the way towards a new style of  
‘economy of  force operation’, where defence engagement is 
the principal activity? The cross-departmental and diplomatic 
challenges of  conducting such an operation should not be 
underestimated, but as a means of  combating the ‘new 
normal’ it should not be ignored.

One of  the most significant problems from which defence 
engagement suffers is the difficulty of  quantifying the results 
of  engagement. This is a problem that is comparable to 
DfID’s problem of  assessing the impact of  aid projects. 
However unnecessary it seems, and however much everyone 
acknowledges that the results are unquantifiable and often 
only seen years downstream, the way to gain increased 
resources is to be able to provide evidence that the investment 
is worthwhile, as it inevitably represents an opportunity cost. 

From his position 
in the embassy, 
the DA sits at the 
point where cross-
governmental 
policies towards 
a host country 
converge
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Defence engagement without justification simply will not get 
funding. So, how to measure effectiveness?

When talking about cross-governmental co-ordination, the 
Conflict Pool must be mentioned. It is jointly paid for by 
MoD, FCO and DfID and provides funding for projects such 
as the training team in the Palestinian Authority, and the 
IMATT in Sierra Leone. However, the pool has been reduced 
by the need to fund post-ISAF Afghanistan activities, and it is 
liable to be hijacked by individual diplomatic posts to fund pet 
projects (e.g. Israeli-Palestinian football matches). However, 
the very existence of  the fund promotes joined up thinking 
between departments regarding conflict prevention (including 
defence engagement). The oversight needs to be improved, 
but it is an excellent vehicle for funding small-scale projects 
that otherwise would be unfunded and would not happen. An 
MoD proposal to increase investment in the pool is likely to be 
well received by FCO and DfID.

Ideas for improvement (2): Look across the Channel

The UK also fails to think long term, and attempts to sell 
Typhoon to the UAE are a case in point. France took a 
long-term approach and managed to ensure that Rafale 
became the preferred aircraft early on in the process. The 
UAE wanted much more than a sale, they wanted a defence 
relationship: they were in effect buying security, not just a 
weapons system. The UK swanned back into the country, 

spent large amounts of  political capital (including Prime 
Ministerial visits) and thought that they might have won it. 
Result – nada. There is a need to think long term and to base 
significant sales on a properly constituted defence relationship.

In another instance, Lebanon has just received the first 
shipment of  what will be $3 billion in Saudi-financed French 
military equipment. The crates of  anti-tank guided missiles 
were delivered on 20 April 2015 in a ceremony overseen 
by French Defence Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian and his 
Lebanese counterpart, Samir Mokbel. France is slated to 
deliver 250 combat vehicles, seven Cougar helicopters, three 
corvette warships and other equipment over the next four 
years. Saudi Arabia is so eager to push back against Daesh’s 
advances in Syria (which have bled into Lebanon) that the 
royal family has opened its wallet to help Beirut. In what 
must be a bitter pill to swallow for the US defence industry, 
France has also contracted for seven years of  training for the 
70,000-strong Lebanese army and up to 10 years of  very 
lucrative equipment maintenance.

Of  course, as the former colonial power, France was in pole 
position for this contract. But this is a win-win for them: 
someone else with deep pockets pays, they enhance the 
capabilities of  an ally to defeat a common enemy, and they 
also get a bundle of  defence sales. The UK has been fairly 
active in Lebanon. In 2013/2014 the UK spent £14 million 
of  Conflict Pool money on a train and equip programme for 

Grounded: Attempts to sell Typhoon to the UAE failed to take off.
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the Lebanese Army. The contrast seems to be that the UK 
spends while France profits.

Ideas for improvement (3): Look across the Atlantic

The US DoD’s Foreign Military Sales (FMS) programme 
offers many useful defence engagement lessons for the 
MoD, not least the fact that it falls under the auspices of  the 
Defence Security Co-operation Agency (DCSA), a branch of  
DoD specifically set up to engage with foreign governments. 
Furthermore, DCSA conducts in-country training for foreign 
governments. The total package available to partner nations 
can therefore consist of  the prospect of  buying American 
equipment from experienced US DoD personnel, seeing it 
operated in one’s own country by US military personnel, and 
having one’s own armed forces trained to use it by those same 
personnel. This one-stop-shop approach, enhanced perhaps 
with a concepts and doctrine team and through-life logistical 
procurement experts, represents a powerful tool which UK 
could use to greatly enhance the capability of  a nation’s 
security forces, engender a long-term relationship with the 
Army based on common operating practices and equipment 
and all the while creating business for UK corporations and 
revenue for HM Treasury.

This is an approach arguably well understood by the RAF 
with regard to fast jets and training aircraft, yet it is skewed 
towards one country. The professionalism and capabilities of  
British Armed Forces personnel are usually highly regarded 
by other nations, and in some nations, their nationality is 

a distinct advantage when French, American and Russian 
forces are disliked on an institutional level. Of  course, the 
same might be said in other cases regarding the UK and 
so Defence must examine each country on a case-by-case 
basis. American equipment is generally regarded as the most 
sophisticated in the world and some relatively unsophisticated 
customer nations merely insist on ‘buying the best’. However, 
this challenge can be overcome by employing a holistic 
package whereby the British Army can be seen to operate 
‘good enough’ (yet still very high-end) equipment that is 
seen by the customer as user-friendly, easily maintainable 
and thus operationally effective. Potential customers are 
overwhelmingly likely to want to buy equipment and services 
already used by the Army. Yet an additional option to support 
UK industry is the use of  ‘kite marking’ to emphasise the 
quality of  UK-produced, trialled and validated equipment 
and services which Defence has for one reason or another 
chosen not to procure itself.

Ideas for improvement (4): Look to the Reserves

The Army must consider whether the people it currently 
assigns to UKTI’s DSO really are the best possible 
‘commercial defence ambassadors’ it has to offer. The authors’ 
experience is that it is perceived within the British military 
as a twilight posting at the latter end of  one’s career and a 
useful stepping-stone into the private sector. It is seen as a 
posting and manpower-management regime that has been 
characterised as employing officers ‘on the way out, rather 
than on the way up’. In some cases, were Defence to show 
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a bit of  imagination, this could be turned into a positive 
advantage by retaining the services of  military personnel 
through a contract in the Reserves.

The Reserves represent a highly-cost effective opportunity 
for Defence to harness the sort of  procurement, contractual, 
business development and technical expertise that the US FMS 
programme is able to bring to bear by virtue of  the US DoD’s 
greater pool of  manpower and its military procurement career 
stream. There is no good reason why a UK version of  the 
DCSA could not be an organisation which relies heavily on a 
contribution from the Reserves. Specialist organisations such 
as the Defence Cultural Support Unit (DCSU), the Military 
Stabilisation and Support Group (MSSG), 15 Psychological 
Operations Group (PSYOPS) and the Media Operations 
Group (MOG) have demonstrated their utility time and again 
on recent operations. All are in great demand; all rely heavily 
on manning from Reserve units and in the case of  the MOG, 
the organisation sits entirely within the Army Reserve.

Furthermore, all four units attract personnel from across all 
three Services and a wide range of  specialisms, including 
combat units. If  nothing else this puts paid to the hoary 
old theory that Reservists join up to get away from their 
civilian jobs and to do something different. In fact, a nuanced 
understanding across Defence is required that recognises 
that many Reservists want to serve in organisations that 
allow them to utilise their civilian skills in a different context. 

Granted, a certain number of  individuals want to be ‘part-
time professional’ infantrymen, engineers, pilots, intelligence 
officers and so on. But in the authors’ experience, a large 
number want to combine their weekend military training with 
their Monday-Friday trade to deliver a unique capability in a 
military context.

For example, the authors of  this paper can identify an 
officer who was until recently second-in command of  the 
reserve battalion of  one the Army’s most prestigious infantry 
Regiments. In his day job, he is the business development 
director of  a British engineering and systems integration 
company which has a global footprint and customer base, 
not to mention Afghanistan-related contracts with UK MoD 
worth several tens of  millions of  pounds. Yet in his 25 year 
career as an infantry reservist, his two jobs have never been 
thought of  as a package which could be used by MoD in 
support of  Defence exports. His clients have never seen him 
in uniform, and his fellow soldiers have no idea that they are 
using kit supplied by his company.

Whilst there are clearly a number of  commercial and conflict-
of-interest issues to be borne in mind, it seems incredible 
that UKTI’s Defence and Security Organisation (DSO) has 
not identified him as someone of  whom it could make use, 
even on an informal basis. This ‘convergence of  interests’ is 
a mindset which the Army would be well advised to explore 
further. 

In demand asset: An Army Reserve photographer of  the Media Operations Group (MOG)
takes pictures of  fellow reservists during a Media Challenge exercise in Cyprus.
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A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF THE
PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP
Military capability in democratic capitalist societies requires 
not only a public-private partnership in terms of  agreement 
over policy but also active co-operation in order to ensure 
the necessary capability. This, indeed, is a key element of  
strategy, which, broadly conceived, is a question not so much 
of  military moves as of  the pursuance and use of  capabilities. 
Economic prosperity, social stability and political effectiveness 
are all aspects of  this equation, an equation that links the 
ability to engender wealth successfully to that of  employing 
it to provide a military that secures prosperity and furthers 
national goals.

The historical pedigree of  this approach is readily apparent. 
What has been referred to as mercantilism when applied to 
the seventeenth century, an approach that the French proved 
especially adept at following, was more generally the case, as 
governments strove for an economic development that would 
directly contribute to military strength as well as indirectly 
providing a key environment for military activity. In Britain, 
this process was exemplified by the Royal Navy, not only 
because it was the most expensive service but also because 
it for long represented the most advanced industrial activity 
carried out in Britain. Indeed, the large naval dockyards at 
Chatham, Portsmouth and Plymouth were the largest building 
complexes in Britain.

In many respects, the navy in the seventeenth and, even 
more, eighteenth centuries exemplified the co-operation that 
we are considering today. The dockyards themselves were 
state concerns, but much shipbuilding was contracted out to 
private shipbuilders, and notably so in wartime when there 
was a need to raise capacity rapidly, for example during 
the War of  American Independence. The supply system 

that provided stores for naval 
construction as well as foodstuffs 
for naval operation was even 
more a case of  co-operation in 
which the private sector played 
a key role. So also with the 
use of  merchantmen to move 
troops and, even more, supplies 
overseas. This system could 
be further seen with Britain’s 
overseas bases where, again, 
the Royal Navy rested for its 
effectiveness on both private 
local providers and long-range 
contractors. So also with the 
significance of  British privateers, 
private ships, authorised by the 

government, that provided the vital tool for commerce-raiding. 
The crucial area of  gunpowder production and distribution 
was another sphere of  public-private co-operation. Greatly 
fluctuating demands created problems both for gunpowder 
makers, who were private, and for the Ordnance.

This process was taken further in the case of  the largest 
source of  manpower at the service of  the British system, 

the East India Company. Based at Leadenhall Street in the 
City of  London, and essentially operating at the behest of  
its shareholders, and to their profit, the Company deployed 
military forces. This was not unique in Britain, being also 
the case, for example, with the Hudson Bay Company and 
the Royal African Company, each of  which had to protect 
fortified trading bases, such as those in West Africa from 
which slaves were traded. However, the scale of  the East 
India Company was unprecedented in the British world. The 
Company ran a navy, of  both warships and merchantmen, 
and used it to protect interests, for example against privateers 
in the Gulf  and off the west coast of  India, as well as to trade. 
The Company’s naval system reached to major bases at 
Portsmouth and Mumbai, to staging posts, notably St Helena, 
and to trading stations past India, especially on Sumatra and 
in Canton.

However, it was on land that the Company was most potent. 
In 1782, it had an army of  115,000 troops, a force greater 
than that of  the British Army at this point. The discovery that 
Indians could be trained to fight effectively in the European 
manner was critical. Moreover, this combat-ready army, which 
rose to 154,000 strong in 1805, was engaged in a number of  
wars from the 1750s to the 1810s, notably with the Marathas, 
Mysore and in Bengal. Bengal was to provide a solid source of  
revenue and manpower, and to enable the Company to act as 
an effective territorial power. India also served as the base for 
British operations elsewhere, including the capture of  Manila 
in 1762, Djakarta in 1811 and Kandy in 1815. This remained 
a key pattern in the British empire until Indian independence. 
Without these troops, Britain proved a far weaker power. 
Looked at differently, the army depended on the profitability 
of  the British position in India. The Indian troops in British 
service were all volunteers, and even in the Second World War 
there was no conscription there. Although individual soldiers 
were not paid much, the total burden of  pay was considerable 
while much money had to be spent on equipment and 
supplies. Moreover, in order to dominate India, the Company 
needed to control the military labour market and be able 
to out-pay all potential rivals. They eventually succeeded in 

Portsmouth’s partnership pedigree: For a long time the Royal Navy and its large dockyards 
represented the most advanced industrial activity carried out in Britain.
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doing so at the expense of  the Marathas, the key struggle in 
west India, and the one that left the British dominant by the end 
of  the 1810s. Thus, the prosperity able to produce the necessary 
revenues was a key element alongside the more narrowly 
‘military’ factors of  training, equipment and leadership.

As with the Royal Navy, the key element was a strong 
belief  for the East India Company that military capability 
served to protect the economic interests essential not only 
to this capability but also to national prosperity. Support 
for trade was a fundamental concern, and this meant the 
ready use of  force against brigands, privateers and pirates, 
and to intimidate potentially hostile foreign powers. Thus, 
the Bombay Marine played a central role against Maratha 
privateers, notably the Angria family but, finally, the job had 
to be entrusted to the Royal Navy. Similarly, North American 
colonial authorities and others had to turn to the Royal Navy 
to deal with pirates such as Blackbeard.

The closeness of  the relationships in this period saw the 
military, government and the business community work 
together. Frequently, this was a matter of  direct tasks, such 
as merchants entrusting the movement of  bullion to naval 
commanders, while in Britain troops were used for this 
purpose. More generally, the very structure of  the fiscal 
system rested on military strength. In the eighteenth century, 
the principal source of  gold in what was a metallic currency 
system was the Portuguese colony of  Brazil. Britain’s ability 
to dominate trade with Portugal and Brazil was crucial to 
gaining the gold that both helped the government to borrow 
money at a low rate of  interest and merchants to finance trade 
with areas in which there was a negative balance of  trade, 
notably Russia, Turkey and China. Naval dominance was 
the background to this global engine of  trade, but Britain’s 
primacy in the Atlantic system rested not only on the Royal 

Navy but also on the deployment of  the army to Portugal, 
notably in the 1660s, 1700s, 1762-3, 1808-13, and the 1820s.

An understanding of  mutual benefit was a key element, and 
particularly in paying for the military as annual supplies had 
to be granted in Parliament. Indeed, the cost-benefit of  the 
military was often brutally contested in Parliament, with 
foreign policy and the value of  the respective services being 
particularly contentious, not least in debates on the Addresses, 
the key occasions at the start of  the session. The navy did best 
in these debates, in part because political anxieties focused 
on the army, but, more particularly, because it was easier to 
demonstrate that the navy secured economic interests.

The eighteenth century serves to demonstrate the need for 
explicit discussion of  the value of  the military to broader 
national goals, and the impact of  being able to conduct 
such discussion. Naval supporters were prominent in the 
mercantile community.  Conversely, the army generally lacked 
protagonists at this scale, while it was only when the army’s 
beat of  securing national security was focused, as in the 
late 1750s, 1790s and 1800s, by readily-grasped threats that 
public backing rose. This though led to the key expression 
of  partnership in the shape of  the militia and the volunteer 
movement. The number of  militia rose to more than 100,000 
in the mid-1790s, and volunteer numbers were comparable.

At present, the British governmental system has not worked 
well to articulate the relationship between military force and 
prosperity. Again, the concrete character of  trade makes this 
easier for the navy to do, and piracy, notably in the Indian 
Ocean, has provided a readily comprehensible example. In 
practice, until security can be understood as a public good 
requiring military capability, it will be harder today to make 
the case than it was in the eighteenth century.

Securing the seas: Royal Navy and Royal Marines Commandos board a Somalian whaler suspected of  being operated by pirates in the Indian Ocean off the Horn of  Africa.
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SILOS, SILENT KILLERS AND STRATEGY
How can the British Army, working alongside other 
government departments (the FCO, DfID, the Treasury, 
UKTI etc) and British businesses operating abroad, contribute 
to Britain’s national prosperity and strategic influence?

Militaries are mainly about “action”. But, there are significant 
forces now compelling modern militaries to “think” and to 
collaborate more intensively going forward. One of  these 
forces arises from a silent killer called “budgetary constraints” 
or more broadly “the debt problem”. Militaries now have 
to do more, or at least make do, with fewer resources. This 
manifests itself  as the “no strategic shrinkage” demand. It may 
be useful to remember the words of  Admiral Jacky Fisher, who 
served as the First British Sea Lord in 1904. He is attributed 
with the observation “gentlemen, now that the money has run 
out we must start to think”. Circumstances today also demand 
a new way of  thinking.  

But is the military configured in such a way that it can engage 
in new thinking? Are the structures in place that would 
permit it to cooperate with other elements of  civil society 
and government in ways that can genuinely contribute to 
enhancing prosperity and strategic influence? One suggestion 
is that we harken back to the days of  the East India Company 
when collaboration between the various arms of  civil society 
resulted in a period of  great wealth and security. But, there 
are some specific constraints that may inhibit a similar such 
outcome today which are worth considering even before 
exploring examples of  success like the East India Company. 

As an economist, I see economic forces that I think militaries 
could consider when engaging in “new thinking” and new 
forms of  collaboration. For example, the debt burden and 
attendant slow growth increases the risk of  the kinds of  civil 
conflicts abroad that can demand military responses. Weak 
growth and budget constraints cause citizens to question the 
allocation of  power and wealth in their societies and thus 
challenge the status quo. Also, such domestic pressures often 
cause governments to start reaching for valuable assets so as to 
shore up the domestic economy or to start deflecting domestic 
angst by blaming foreign sources for domestic troubles. These 
economic pressures contributed to the Arab Spring, China’s 
increasingly aggressive reach for assets and Russia’s increased 
provocations.

There is one further phenomenon that exacerbates these 
pressures: the tendency for society to fragment into silos of  
specialisation. Internally, this means military staff are often 
hunkered down into such silos where they become unable to 
address, uninterested in or unaware of  the “big picture”. A 
silo mentality implies that people are closely and narrowly 
focused on specifics that prevent them from being able to 
survey or comprehend what’s happening on the broader 
landscape. This holds true for the other institutions of  civil 
society as well. The silo problem makes it hard to anticipate 
and makes for disjointed responses to events at the very 
moment that government and society demands that the 
military become better at anticipating and responding.

The Silo/Silent Killer problem is bound to influence how a 

military seeks to avoid “strategic shrinkage” and to increase 
engagement with other elements of  civil society. For example, 
is the military alert to the danger that others may turn to the 
military “silo” and use it as a dumping ground for issues that 
others cannot or do not want to be responsible for? Are the 
incentive structures properly set to secure the outcomes that 
are truly desired? Is there a means of  mitigating the risk of  
failure? 

East India Company and the Darien Scheme

The example of  the East India Company is worth considering. 
It was an obvious success. How much of  that success 
depended, in some part, on the fact that the military leaders 
were financially rewarded for the participation in and 
protection of  that Crown asset? This is not a small point. An 
argument can be made that Britain’s military successes in 
that period in history were at least somewhat a function of  a 
system that allowed some personal participation in the spoils 
of  both war and peace.  Even if  the question of  economic 
incentives were left aside, is the British military well-placed 
to mitigate against the potential downside that such ground-
breaking ventures potentially hold? 

Gentlemen, now that the money has run out we 
must start to think – First British Sea Lord, 
Admiral John Arbuthnot “Jacky” Fisher

“”
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For example, the East India Company should be considered 
against the example of  The Darien Scheme. The Scottish 
were deeply envious of  the wealth generation capability of  
the East India Company and so sought to create their own 
version in 1695. The idea was to establish a physical foothold 
in Darien, what we now call Panama. The belief  that this 
physical place held incalculable riches encouraged many to 
invest. The English Crown forced Dutch and English investors 
to withdraw because they did not want competition to their 
monopoly position.  So, instead, the Darien Scheme3 fell to 
Scottish investors. It is estimated that as much as 50 per cent 
of  all the money in circulation in Scotland at that time went 
into the venture. To cut a long story short, the scheme failed. 
All the money was lost. This created a financial catastrophe 
for Scotland, bankrupting most of  the citizens. The Bank of  
England agreed to a bailout but the condition applied was that 
Scotland would agree to sign the Act of  Union. 

The relevant moral of  the story is this: yes, militaries can seek 
to work with civil society to create more wealth and prosperity.  
If  it goes well, history is made and the military is celebrated. 
If  it goes wrong, nations lose their independence and can 
cease to exist. 

Modern examples of  this same approach can perhaps be 
found in China’s efforts to open up Burma and Russia’s efforts 
to deepen the dialogue with Egypt and Greece. China sees 
Burma as a new source of  GDP that will provide revenue and 
cash flows to domestic Chinese businesses. It also provides 
a greater opportunity to increase the strategic presence of  
China in Burma. The Chinese efforts to lease the old NATO 

base in the Azores, is a similar example. Portugal is broke and 
needs cash. Neither the US nor Britain nor NATO has budget 
to pay rent or to pay for the upkeep of  the asset. China does. 
If  Diego Garcia is important to the US and the UK it is hard 
to argue that the Azores do not represent a significant strategic 
asset for China. This same logic lies behind the new Chinese 
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB). The $50 billion 
commitment by China is not necessarily all altruism. Part of  
the strategy is an “East India Company” idea that investment 
abroad can bring both strategic security and enhance 
prosperity. 

Similarly, for Russia is makes sense to offer Greece cash and 
Egypt wheat in exchange for strategic footholds in those 
locations or for deeper commercial links that have the capacity 
to generate wealth and income abroad for Russia at home. 
But, there are many who believe both Russia and China are 
making poor investments and will find they could acquire 
these assets at a better cheaper price at a later date. The 
commitment now will be met by a reduced value later. Could 
these ventures be the “Darien Schemes” of  today? Does the 
British military have the capacity to make such an assessment? 

These are several reasons why it will be worth considering 
whether the current structure and habits in the British military 
will help or hinder the management of  the new demands 
being placed on them. A consideration of  silos and silent 
killers (within the military and among the other governmental 
agencies) might be necessary when embarking on decisions 
about how to achieve strategic objectives by collaborating and 
engage with other parts of  government and civil society.  

A consideration of  silos and silent killers (within the military and among the 
other governmental agencies) might be necessary when embarking on decisions 

about how to achieve strategic objectives by collaborating and engage 
with other parts of  government and civil society

“”

3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darien_scheme
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INTEGRATED POLICY: MELDING 
OUR SECURITY WITH BUSINESS?
The SDSR of  2010 and the subsequent cross-Whitehall 
policy documents, the Building Stability Overseas Strategy (BSOS) 
and the Defence Engagement Strategy (DES), published in 2011, 
articulated the intent to integrate better ‘whole of  government 
approaches’ (WGA) to instability, preventative activity and 
international engagement. Developing the idea of  defence 
engagement (DE) which had been introduced in the Strategic 
Defence Review of  1998, the UK Government set out an 
agenda emphasising a human rather than state security 
paradigm and capacity building in order to prevent rather 
than simply react to conflict.  

The BSOS in particular was designed to address sudden 
shocks (such as a population’s rejection of  its government) 
as well as conflicts rooted in bad governance, poverty or 
criminality. Co-authored by the FCO, DfID and the MoD, 
it emphasises ‘the importance of  legitimate and effective 
institutions’. It also re-states the importance of  economic 
development, trade and the market to secure environments 
(critiqued by many as the ‘developmentisation’ of  security).  
BSOS focuses on institutional capacity building and resilience 
and anticipates the military as but one of  a number of  
capacity-building mechanisms providing, for example, 
the (little used) stabilisation response teams or short-term 
training teams. The UK government can therefore be seen 
to have placed development, human security and civil society 
at the heart of  policy while reducing the expectation of  
sovereign state-centric intervention. The focus addresses 
the innate complexity of  such situations by applying and 
integrating multiple government and other actors with their 
work underscored by a deep understanding of  the causes of  
instability. It also assumes integrated measurement of  effect 
and funding.

The DES articulates how defence assets could be utilised 
in support of  security sector reform, capacity building and 
influence in those countries and regions deemed a priority4  
and in support of  BSOS or trade opportunities. Co-
authored by the FCO and MoD, this strategy offers a vision 
for international interaction that seeks to improve security 
through extending UK influence. In respect of  fragile or 
priority states and regions, it aspires to better understand 
others’ security objectives and support information gathering 
as well as build international capability, prevent conflict 
and provide security, assist in stabilisation and support 
peacekeeping.

In partial response to the SDSR and influenced by BSOS 
and DES, the Army 2020 structural re-design seeks to 
balance the competing demands of  contingent capability, 
homeland resilience and overseas defence engagement to 
address the causes of  instability. The Army responded to the 
DES by supporting conflict prevention through a planned 

approach to engagement overseas, including developing the 
military capacity of  partner nations. Structurally, some Army 
headquarters now have the responsibility for overseeing the 
delivery of  DE activity in designated areas of  the world, 
gaining regional knowledge and cultural understanding in the 
process. This last element appears to indicate a construction 
that seeks to justify force elements on the basis of  a demand 
that is not, as yet, fully specified.  

Alongside activity to prevent conflict and support stability, 
the Army’s defence engagement approach makes specific 
reference to supporting the prosperity agenda through 
Defence exports and support to industry. In particular this 
is through embedding manpower within the Defence and 
Security Organisation (a sub-set of  UKTI) and manning the 
Army’s exports sales team. These approaches are broadly 
equipment focused with sales targeted at particular markets 
which are generally mature, stable and regulated. There is 
little expectation of  linking sales opportunities with responses 
to insecure environments or fragile states or of  engagement 
with regional or supranational structures in a way that might 
also promote the UK’s prosperity agenda. This may be in part 
due to the novelty of  the agenda or to Whitehall structures 
where UKTI is not routinely involved with the decision-
making associated with (in)security responses. Given that 
the prosperity agenda should be a part of  UK Government 
routine, rather than crisis, planning, the necessary WGA 
potentially needs to be brought into National Security Council 
(NSC) thinking and activity.

In support of  the NSC, the new Conflict, Stability and 
Security approach incorporates cross-Whitehall Regional 
Strategy and Delivery Boards chaired by FCO Directors and 
including all NSC departments and related agencies. These 
Boards address priority countries, informed by the Countries 
at Risk of  Instability report and Register of  British Interests 
and have produced new country/regional strategies. These 
strategies reflect the breadth of  the UK effort and interests 
in each country/region and incorporate elements from other 
relevant HMG strategies, including BSOS, International 
Defence Engagement Strategy, CONTEST and Serious 
Crime Strategy but not as yet the prosperity agenda (at least 
explicitly). They are also supported by the Joint Analysis of  
Conflict and Stability process, a valuable tool in unifying 
departmental understanding.  Funding mechanisms are also 
adapting with the Conflict Stability and Security Fund (CSSF) 
replacing the Conflict Pool. The CSSF will contain both 
official development assistance5 (ODA) and non-ODA funds 
which allows resources to be directed at politically-sensitive 
activity or the security sector in parallel with or in support 
of  ODA-compliant programmes; an important distinction 
in respect of  the declared target of  0.7 per cent of  national 
income to be spent on ODA. As examples of  activity these 

4The UK Government has produced a classified ‘internal watchlist of  those fragile countries 
in which we assess the risks of  conflict and insecurity are high and where the UK has 
significant interests at stake’.

5The OECD defines ODA as being primarily for ‘the promotion of  the economic 
development and welfare of  developing countries’, see http://www.oecd.org/dac/stats/
officialdevelopmentassistancedefinitionandcoverage.htm#Definition 
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funds support the use of  Regional Conflict Advisors (RCAs) 
and British Peace Support Team (Eastern Africa), encouraging 
greater local partnering, institutional capacity building and a 
focus on socio-economic causes of  instability. So far, so good 
but there are significant structural and cultural hurdles to 
overcome to better align UK interests.

The tools to integrate long-term, programmed responses to 
crises are being put in place through the NSC and the CSSF.  
However, these are still in development and the NSC may 
first need to address some of  the criticism levelled at it by, 
for example, the HCDC that it ‘seems to be less interested in 
strategy and has become more “a reactive national incident 
room”’.  Integrating the UK prosperity agenda (through 
UKTI or others) into these processes is a further logical step, 
yet the NSC may not be the best vehicle for such integration 
which might better sit at departmental levels. For example, 
DfID’s institutional approach is to seek and use delivery 
partners, be they international or local NGOs or international 
development companies such as Adam Smith International 
or Coffey International. This attitude and approach could 
usefully be shared with other departments and will require 
enduring regional and country strategies better integrated 
across government and which take account of  multiple 
departmental priorities, capabilities and resources.

Departmental issues bring cultural complexity too.  
Edmunds6 describes SSR programmes as either comprising 
democratisation and civilian control or effectiveness and 
efficiency. It is the former, institutional focus that has typically 
been the preserve of  either the FCO or DfID under the 
auspices of  good governance and civil society, while the 
latter has provided fodder for short-term training teams and 
frequently MoD-led (though often US Army-led/funded) 
train and equip programmes. This, however, is a departmental 
distinction that is becoming blurred with the formation of  the 
Army’s Security Capacity Building Team (within the nascent 

77th Brigade) as a partner to the 
Stabilisation Unit’s Security and 
Justice Team. However, if  the 
military, partnered with industry, 
is to further step into this space 
then it will need to address 
quickly many of  the criticisms 
levelled at it when working in 
stabilisation operations: short-
termism and a lack of  effective 
measurement, of  situational 
awareness and of  cultural and 
societal understanding. The 
military must also recognise that 
Western developmental priorities 
have moved away from dealing 
directly with elites towards 

empowering social groups and civic society and it will need to 
design SSR programmes and contracting arrangements that 
recognise the likely political instrumentalisation of  security 
apparatus. Again, this may be partly mitigated through 
working more with and through supranational organisations.  

Finally, should a mechanism be found for effective delivery 

by UK-based industry, the usual issues associated with 
contracting will need to be addressed.  In the same way that 
DfID has in place a robust (albeit bureaucratic) framework 
for measuring effect, in crisis situations this is particularly 
difficult and may result in sub-optimal outcomes.  Indeed, 
‘the track record of  state-sponsored private actors in post 
conflict reconstruction settings 
demonstrates that frequently 
resources are wasted and 
inefficiency occurs. Successful 
contracting requires strong 
organisational capability in 
designing, monitoring and 
evaluating outcomes’7 and 
understanding the interaction 
between the proposed 
intervention and the context, 
including possible unintended 
consequences and how the 
intervention will be perceived by other actors. This may 
come with an overhead that is not core to Defence and while 
the Army in particular is building the capability to better 
‘understand’ environments it remains to be seen how the 
eventual balance between DE and contingent capability is 
struck.   

6See Edmunds, T. ‘Security Sector Reform: Concepts and implementation’ downloaded from 
www.dcaf.ch/content/download/36494/528205/.../01_Edmunds.pdf

7Tzifakis, N. and Huliaras, A. ‘The Perils of  Outsourcing Post-Conflict Reconstruction: 
Donor Countries, International NGOs and Private Military and Security Companies’, 
Conflict Security and Development, 15:1, pp. 51-73.

Familiar territory: A DfID-funded vehicle is unloaded from RFA Argus in Sierra Leone 
by staff from the Army’s Royal Logistic Corps. RFA Argus arrived in Freetown in October 
2014 spearheading the UK’s response to the Ebola crisis.
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HOW CAN THE ARMY, WORKING ALONGSIDE 
OTHER GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND 
BRITISH BUSINESSES OPERATING ABROAD, 
CONTRIBUTE TO BRITAIN’S NATIONAL 
PROSPERITY AND STRATEGIC INFLUENCE?

Issue

Austerity, in response to the 2008 financial crisis, has 
reduced resource across Government. Resource allocation 
results from policy choices and these have resulted in real 
terms reductions in Defence spending. Defence is seen as 
an expensive insurance policy which has recently only been 
used as matter of  choice and not of  need. Is there a valid 
mechanism to demonstrate, and subsequently validate, how 
Defence activities [delivered in this case through the Army] 
can support the UK’s national prosperity agenda and strategic 
influence to mitigate some of  this perception?

Policy choices

Any security policy ultimately has to take into account 
economic realities; what is affordable and what opportunity 
cost is felt elsewhere as a result of  those policy choices.  
Defence is not currently a ‘protected Department’ and 
the real term reductions in Defence spending, escalating 
costs of  manpower, more high technology and less volume 
of  equipment, and the restructuring of  the international 
defence industry, mean that the economic impacts of  military 
spending are less significant [policy driving] than previously.  
The current Government has stated that ‘no strategic 
shrinkage’ is a foreign policy driver but that in wider policy 
terms it will not protect areas of  the Defence budget in the 
way it has for health, aid and education.

How or why?

The question presupposes a number of  assertions; namely 
that it is a given that the position of  the UK, economically 
and strategically, is affected by the presence of  UK forces and 
that [rightly for this exercise but perhaps too narrowly for 
a coherent argument to be made] the Army is able to, and 
more importantly should, deliver positive effect in support 
of  this.  Neither of  these are a priori and should form the 
basis of  a large part of  the debate. Making the argument 
that security is good for the economy and that the Armed 
Forces can assist in delivering this at home and abroad [?] will 
require evidence.  If  Defence were to persuade policy makers 
that it should embark on additional activities in support 
of  the ‘prosperity agenda’ it first must be able to deliver its 
primary Defence outputs at an acceptable level of  risk – that 
determined by policy makers not Defence itself  – and any 
surplus [or additional] capability can then be considered 
within the wider expenditure context. In addition the question 
seems to presuppose international not national activity – there 
are areas close to home where the presence of  forces and 
defence industry is not well understood or the value/benefit 
fully exploited. Before discussing the ‘how’ the argument must 

first be made that this is a valuable thing to do and answer the 
‘why’.

Value not cost

Traditional approaches taken by HMT when considering 
Departmental spending and settlements have only considered 
cost and are agnostic to any concept of  ‘value’. Whilst difficult 
to judge, a move to explaining the rationale/relevance in 
value terms could force a different set of  discussions within the 
context of  a Spending Round.  
Existing methods of  costing 
procurement, personnel and 
activity, by design, produce the 
notion that Defence is expensive 
to own and even more expensive 
to use – the moves in SDSR 10 
towards a different Regular/
Reserve Force Structure have 
done little to change that.  
Without a change in mindset, 
internally and externally, it will 
prove very difficult [for which 
read expensive] to demonstrate 
a value for money argument.  
There is a view that non-
traditional costing approaches such as ‘net equivalence’ could 
be used to provide a more robust argument for the utility of  
Defence in supporting the national prosperity agenda i.e. what 
do you get of  the same worth/value. More work needs to be 
done here to support the development of  a coherent argument 
for doing any of  this.

Metrics

In this case Defence must be able to robustly and rigorously 
advocate its position through the ability to measure and report 
against what it is delivering. Open-ended and subjectively-
measured commitments have little support when forced to 
confront difficult and often parochial spending decisions.  
Without evidence the case for change will look weak and 
speculative. Whilst imperfect, this is where existing near 
abroad international comparators may prove useful in 
helping to determine what this looks like. It may be that 
current accounting rules will make this argument extremely 
difficult to defend but if  that is so then arguing for a different 
approach may be just as effective as arguing for long-term and 
potentially costly troop movements.

Risks

It should be recognised that this approach is not without risk. 

Existing methods of  
costing procurement, 
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There is the risk of  incoherence; it is difficult to see how 
an argument for spending 2 per cent of  GDP on Defence 
to deliver the current Defence outputs is not undermined 
by suggesting that by doing something differently you can 
have a different [more efficient if  seen through a policy lens] 
output. The risk to force structure and warfighting should 
not be discounted – if  this is ‘spare capacity’ then there is 
an opportunity cost of  owning that additional capacity to 
support contingency, but a move to a different output, i.e. 
increased defence engagement, potentially has an impact on 
agility, mass and flexibility that should be fully understood 
and accepted. Smaller countries like Denmark or the 
Netherlands have always recognised their limitations and 
have sought alternative mechanisms to assure their security.  
Alternative more internationalist security policies in which 
defence is a less important component and in which it is 
more oriented towards peace-keeping and peace enforcing 
could be introduced but would likely be done in the context 
of  appropriate economic adjustments such that it may no 
longer be feasible to maintain a comprehensive national 
capability for high-intensity warfare.

Approach

If  as James Carville (campaign strategist for Bill Clinton 1992) 
coined [it’s] “the economy, stupid”, then Defence should be 
well placed to enter the debate over how it could support 
the prosperity agenda. Traditionally it has been extremely 

poor in its ability to generate any form of  income or revenue 
to the Department – relying heavily on Government to 
Government agreements as the mechanism. If  Defence is to 
be more successful it will need to be more imaginative – an 
Army only solution will not do. It will need to demonstrate 
value not just cost, be able to measure it credibly and be 
able to do so without putting at risk high end warfighting 
and other force driving activities. In short a new approach, 
that sees Defence as the provider of  more sophisticated, and 
cross-government, support to the wider prosperity agenda. 
That isn’t just supporting Defence sales or providing training, 
rather looking at how [and prioritising where] all elements of  
Defence can contribute to a national agenda, where often it is 
poorly tactically defined. This Chancellor is often quoted as 
saying a strong economy allows you to make better security 
choices – Defence should contribute to that at home and 
abroad. 

This Chancellor is often 
quoted as saying a strong 
economy allows you to make 
better security choices – 
Defence should contribute to 
that at home and abroad
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A strategic approach to international engagement should recognise 
that nationally UK PLC ought to sweat its military capital, both 

physical and intellectual, to greater effect 

“”

CLOSING OBSERVATIONS
There exists a set of  virtuous relationships between security 
and other objectives. The closing ideas here centre on the 
assumption that the military, and the Army in particular, 
are deployed to meet a security response set within a cross 
government or wider response. The targeting of  that 
intervention will vary, but the military should be looking to 
deploy to those areas where maximum advantage can be 
gained by its presence and activity. Here the military pedigree 
in this is not good; it has tended to be reactive rather than 
seeking to de-escalate or prevent through up-stream activity.  
There is a strong argument for choice being exercised based 
upon an early and more thorough analysis that looks to 
establish the benefits in security, economic, political and if  
necessary moral terms. This might enable a more coherent 
approach to our international engagement and better focus 
our collective cross-government efforts.   

For the military this of  course means it should, in principle 
at least, start with deployments to counter an extant or latent 
security threat. This provides the military’s underpinning 
rationale so it will be most effective where this imperative 
is present. Nevertheless, military deployments to service 
other agendas when the security imperative might be absent 
should not be ruled out (such as in support of  a humanitarian 
response).   

In attending to a security challenge the Army would ideally 
be employed as a reference organisation alongside indigenous 
forces.  It is through this reference status that credibility 
and by extension, influence, is delivered.  The Army should 
be looking to exploit its status and would promote to the 
host nation those that enable and work with it.  This most 
obviously might include the promotion of  the Army’s 
equipment, provided it is calibrated to the needs of  the host 
nation and is affordable.  But the Army should not limit its 
promotion of  operations to just equipment.  It should be 
looking to secure influence and credibility for as broad a 
range of  areas as possible, including training systems and 
methodologies, as well as support arrangements.  This opens 
up avenues of  interest to those in the security sector but might 
also facilitate a broader relationship with other commercial 
sectors as trust and influence is accrued.

VIRTUOUS INTEREST

MoD, 
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This highlights the first of  the sympathetic relationships that 
might be described in a virtuous circle of  interest (see diagram 
above). If  a stable security environment is established and 
secured then the Army can help facilitate the development 
of  economic dependencies. This in turn provides the second 
component of  the circle, that of  political traction. This 
again in turn can be applied to deliver social reform and 
by extension helps prevent or stave off the pre-cursors of  
instability and its attendant security challenge. This is of  
course simplistic and clearly different elements of  government 
(and partners) will be interested in different segments of  the 
circle. Establishing an understanding of  how the military can 
add value at each stage requires further work but a strategic 
approach to international engagement should recognise that 
nationally UK PLC ought to sweat its military capital, both 
physical and intellectual, to greater effect.   
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To conduct and sponsor research and analysis into the 
enduring nature and changing character of  conflict 
on land and to be the active hub for scholarship and 

debate within the Army in order to develop and sustain 
the Army’s conceptual component of  fighting power.
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